
DRESSING ROOM RULES/INFORMATION THROUGHOUT OUR ENTIRE COMPETITION

✦ Immediately across from our competiton mainstage is a very large ballroom called the Regency 
Ballroom.  It will remain as one big room and serve as the dressing area for all female solo, duo and 
trio competitors on Thurdsay and Friday.  During our group competiton, we will divide the Regency 
Ballroom into three seperate rooms and assign studios specific dressing areas during their designated 
competition block.  All assignments will allow for social distancing.  

✦ Our Dupree team members will conduct frequent cleaning /transition protocols of the dressing 
areas during and/or in between all age division routines and competition blocks.  

LOCATION & INFORMATION OF ASSIGNED DRESSING AREAS 

✦ A separate room located just a few stairs up from our mainstage will be designated as our male 
dressing area throughout the event.  

✦ We ask that dancers arrive in their first costume when they enter their designated dressing room.  

✦ Please minimize the size of dance bag and additional dressing room contents as much as possible 
in order to maximize the space for costume changing.  

✦ When assigning dressing areas, Dupree Dance considers the amount of dancers within each studio 
as well as the amount of routines a particular studio is competing within each designated competition 
block.  If 2-3 studios are assigned in any one room, they have a very small number of dancers 
competing and/or share one of the largest dressing rooms.  

✦ Signs will be located on the outside of each dressing area throughout our event.  This will outline 
what group(s) are assigned to each room during every portion of our competition.  

✦ Masks must be worn in any dressing areas shared with one or more studios.  Masks must be worn 
in route to and from the backstage area. It is only when dancers are permitted to enter the backstage 
area that they have the discretion of removing their masks (if desired) immediately prior to their 
performance.  

✦ DANCERS: We suggest carrying a baggie or bag labeled with your name for safe keeping of your 
mask while you are on stage.  

COMPETITION DRESSING ROOM INFORMATION & ASSIGNMENTS  
DUPREE DANCE ST LOUIS 2021

✦ A maximum of 1 parent/guardian per mini & junior age division dancer is welcome in the assigned 
dressing area during their dancer(s) designated competition block only.  

✦ We ask that most teen and senior age division dancers be responsible for themselves in the 
dressing areas in order to help social distancing.  

✦ Studio owners/directors and teachers are permitted in their studios assigned dressing room(s) 
during their designated competition block only.  

✦ Dancers may gain access to their assigned dressing room 15 minutes prior to the start of the 
competition block they are performing in. 

✦ During our solo, duo and trio competition, dancers are to completely clear their dressing area after 
they are finished competing on stage and/or by the stated transition protocol that follows their last 
performance in their age division.  During our group competiton, dancers must completely clear their 
assigned area immediately after their last performance within their competition block.  
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Dancers performing in this block (along with one guardian only) may gain access to their assigned 
dressing room at 1:15 PM.  

✦ The designated male dressing area throughout competition is located up one staircase from the 
Regency.  Male dancers must also follow the guidelines below regarding the time in which they gain 
access to their dressing room.

STUDIO BLOCK B DRESSING ROOM ASSIGNMENTS
Dancers performing in this block (along with one guardian only) may gain access to their assigned 

dressing room at 4:00 PM.  

ASSIGNED STUDIO CODES

118 L

STUDIO BLOCK C DRESSING ROOM ASSIGNMENTS

✦ All dancers performing in solo, duo and trio entries are permitted to gain access to their designated 
dressing area 10 minutes prior to the start of their assigned competition block.  

✦ Every dancer must entirely clear his/her dressing room immediately after their last performance in 
their designated competition block or by the stated transition protocol that follows their last 
performance in their age division. 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 30 
ALL AGE DIVISION GROUP, LINE, PRODUCTION &                                             

SUPER PRODUCTION COMPETITION 
✦ Every dancer must entirely clear his/her dressing room immediately after their last performance in 
their designated competition block. 

118 AM

118 C

Dancers performing in this block (along with one guardian only) may gain access to their assigned 
dressing room at 7:00 PM.  

ASSIGNED STUDIO CODES

STUDIO BLOCK A DRESSING ROOM ASSIGNMENTS

118 I, 118 R, 118 AA

ASSIGNED STUDIO CODES

118 H

THURSDAY, JANUARY 28 & FRIDAY, JANUARY 29
ALL AGE DIVISION SOLO, DUO AND TRIO COMPETITION 

✦ During all portions of our solo, duo and trio competition the entire Regency Ballroom immediately 
across from our mainstage will be designated as a FEMALE dressing areas only.  A seperate room 
located just a few stairs up from our mainstage will be designated as our MALE dressing area.  


